Abstract.-Macroevolutionary theory posits three processes leading to lineage diversification and the formation of regional biotas: dispersal (species geographic range expansion), speciation (species lineage splitting), and extinction (species lineage termination). The Theory of Island Biogeography (TIB) predicts species richness values using just two of these processes; dispersal and extinction. Yet most species on Earth live on continents or continental shelves, and the dynamics of evolutionary diversification at regional and continental scales are qualitatively different from those that govern the formation of species richness on biogeographic islands. Certain geomorphological processes operating perennially on continental platforms displace barriers to gene flow and organismal dispersal, and affect all three terms of macroevolutionary diversification. For example, uplift of a dissected landscape and river capture both merge and separate portions of adjacent areas, allowing dispersal and larger geographic ranges, vicariant speciation and smaller geographic ranges, and extinction when range sizes are subdivided below a minimum persistence threshold. The TIB also does not predict many biogeographic and phylogenetic patterns widely observed in continentally distributed taxa, including: (i) power function-like species-area relationships; (ii) log-normal distribution of species geographic range sizes, in which most species have restricted ranges (are endemic) and few species have broad ranges (are cosmopolitan); (iii) mid-domain effects with more species toward the geographic center, and more early-branching, species-poor clades toward the geographic periphery; (iv) exponential rates of net diversification with log-linear accumulation of lineages through geological time; and (v) power function-like relationships between speciesrichness and clade diversity, in which most clades are species-poor and few clades are species-rich. Current theory does not provide a robust mechanistic framework to connect these seemingly disparate patterns. Here we present SEAMLESS (Spatially Explicit Area Model of Landscape Evolution by SimulationS) that generates clade diversification by moving geographic barriers on a continuous, neutral landscape. SEAMLESS is a neutral Landscape Evolution Model (LEM) that treats species and barriers as functionally equivalent with respect to model parameters. SEAMLESS differs from other modelbased biogeographic methods (e.g., Lagrange, GeoSSE, BayArea, and BioGeoBEARS) by modeling properties of dispersal barriers rather than areas, and by modeling the evolution of species lineages on a continuous landscape, rather than the evolution of geographic ranges along branches of a phylogeny. SEAMLESS shows how dispersal is required to maintain species richness and avoid clade-wide extinction, demonstrates that ancestral range size does not predict species richness, and provides a unified explanation for the suite of commonly observed biogeographic and phylogenetic patterns listed above. SEAMLESS explains how a simple barrier-displacement mechanism affects lineage diversification under neutral conditions, and is advanced here toward the formulation of a general theory of continental biogeography.
Macroevolutionary theory posits three fundamental processes leading to lineage diversification and the formation of regional biotas: dispersal (geographic range expansion), speciation (lineage splitting), and extinction (lineage termination ; Stanley 1979; Jablonski and Lutz 1983; Jablonski and Roy 2003) . These three processes are interrelated, in that barriers to dispersal and gene flow act to fragment the geographic range of species, increasing the probabilities of both speciation and extinction (Goldberg et al. 2011; Borregaard et al. 2012) . By the same token, species with high vagility and dispersal capacity are expected to have less fragmented geographic ranges, and lower rates of speciation and extinction (Wiens and Donoghue 2004; Mittelbach et al. 2007) .
Several modeling approaches have been developed employing one or more of these macroevolutionary parameters to predict and explain major biogeographic and phylogenetic patterns. The Theory of Island Biogeography (TIB) is a neutral model that predicts species richness of discrete area patches (islands) using two of the three macroevolutionary parameters; dispersal and extinction (MacArthur and Wilson 1967; Warren et al. 2015) . The TIB has been highly successful at predicting species richness of insular areas and biotas (Whittaker et al. 2008; Losos and Ricklefs 2009; Whittaker et al. 2010) , especially when applied to regions that meet neutral assumptions, and where biotas are assembled by stochastic equilibrium processes (Laurance 2008; Rosindell and Phillimore 2011 ). Yet many, although not all (Patiño et al. 2015) islands are biodiversity sinks, and most island species go extinct without giving rise to descendants (Bowen et al. 2013; Helmus et al. 2014; Melián et al. 2015) .
Models employing macroevolutionary parameters have also been used to explain biodiversity patterns at regional and continental scales (Albert et al. 2011b; Antonelli and Sanmartín 2011; Drummond et al. 2012; Ricklefs 2014; Mairal et al. 2015; Badgley et al. 2016) . Most species on Earth live on continents or continental shelves (Barnosky et al. 2011; Mora et al. 2011) , vast evolutionary arenas where dispersal, speciation, and extinction have complex and non-linear interactions (Gaston 1998; Wernberg et al. 2013; Ricklefs 2014; Pigot and Etienne 2015) . Diversification in most animal and plant taxa requires large spatial scales (10 5 -10 7 km 2 ), and geological time frames (10 5 -10 8 years), to achieve diversity dimensions (10 3 -10 6 species) that characterize continental and marine biotas (Bowen et al. 2013; Helmus et al. 2014; Melián et al. 2015) . Regional and continental biotas are not simply archipelagoes of habitat islands (Rosenzweig 1995; Stuart et al. 2012) . Unique macroevolutionary dynamics emerge at continental or oceanic scales in large-bodied plant and animal taxa with relatively large species ranges ( 10 3 km 2 ) and slow generation times ( 1 year; Allen and Savage 2007; Urban et al. 2008; Davies et al. 2011; Pigot and Etienne 2015) .
The dynamics of evolutionary diversification at continental or oceanic scales are qualitatively different from the ecological processes that regulate species richness in habitat islands (Wernberg et al. 2013; Milner et al. 2015; Moonlight et al. 2015) . One reason for this is that certain geomorphological processes with pronounced macroevolutionary consequences only operate on large and geologically stable continental platforms. For example, orogenic uplift and river capture are perennial and almost ubiquitous landscape evolution processes that have a curious biogeographic effect: both of these processes simultaneously separate and merge portions of adjacent areas, translocating or displacing of barriers to gene flow and organismal dispersal among taxa that inhabit these areas (Fig. 1) . This barrierdisplacement mechanism happens when an erosionally dissected cordillera is uplifted through climatically defined elevation zones (Antonelli et al. 2009; Badgley 2010; Gates et al. 2012; Toussaint et al. 2014; Hughes and Atchison 2015; Badgley et al. 2016) . Barrier displacement also occurs during river capture (i.e., stream piracy) when a portion of one river basin is diverted into a different drainage, thereby moving the watershed between the two basins (Bishop 1995; Brookfield 1998) .
This barrier-displacement process has profound effects on the macroevolutionary dynamics of taxa inhabiting areas on either side of the barriers, affecting all three terms of macroevolutionary diversification (Burridge et al. 2006; Albert and Crampton 2010) . Barrierdisplacement allows dispersal and larger geographic ranges by merging adjacent geographic areas, imposes 169 vicariant speciation by subdividing species ranges, and raises extinction risk by subdividing ranges below a minimum threshold for species persistence. River capture in particular has been implicated in the diversification of many freshwater faunas worldwide Waters et al. (2001) ; Albert and Carvalho (2011); Bloom et al. (2013) .
Many taxa with continental or oceanic-scale distributions exhibit a predictable suite of patterns in the distribution of their species across space (biogeography) and through time (biodiversity). One of these regularities is a power function relationship between the number of species and size of an area, S = S 0 A z , where S is species richness, A is the areal extent (km 2 ), S 0 is the baseline species density, and z is a scaling exponent (MacArthur and Wilson 1967) (Rosenzweig 1995) . A second regularity is the log-normal distribution of species geographic range sizes (Gaston 1996; Gaston 1998; Birand et al. 2012) , where most species have relatively restricted ranges (are endemic) and few species have broad ranges (are cosmopolitan). A third regularity is the mid-domain effect, where more species accumulate toward the center of a geographic area (Colwell and Lees 2000; Mora 2015) or environmental (Beaugrand et al. 2013 ) gradients. A counterpoint to the mid-domain effect is an edge effect in which more early-branching, species-poor clades accumulate toward the geographic periphery (Reis et al. 2006; Ribeiro 2006; Lovejoy et al. 2010) . A fourth regularity is a regular branching tempo (contra Gascuel et al. 2015) , with exponential net diversification (speciation − extinction) in the absence of ecological limits, and a log-linear accumulation of species lineages through geological time (Ricklefs 2007; Cusimano and Renner 2010; Ricklefs 2014; Alexander et al. 2015) . A fifth regularity is power function-like relationships between species-richness and clade diversity, where most clades are species-poor and few clades are species-rich (Dial and Marzluff 1989; Heard 1992; Guyer and Slowinski 1993) . Because these patterns are repeatedly observed among multiple taxa occupying the same biogeographic region, they often characterize biogeographic patterns of whole biotas.
Here we present SEAMLESS, a Landscape Evolution Model (LEM sensu Tagliacollo et al. 2015 ) that generates lineage diversification by moving barriers on a continuous neutral landscape. SEAMLESS generates dispersal by removing barriers, speciation by adding barriers, and extinction with a minimum area threshold for lineage persistence. SEAMLESS is a neutral model of provincial biogeography (sensu Rosenzweig 1995) , where biogeographic provinces are defined as areas of large geographic scale where more species originate from speciation than from immigration. SEAMLESS differs from other parametric models of geographic range evolution diversification (Ree and Smith 2008; Buerki et al. 2011; Goldberg et al. 2011; Landis et al. 2013; Matzke 2014; Meseguer et al. 2014) in that it models properties of dispersal barriers, not geographic areas (Hovenkamp 1997) . We show how lineage diversification in SEAMLESS generates widely observed patterns of biodiversity and biogeography in real clades and regional biotas, which had previously been treated as isolated patterns modeled separately.
METHODS
Our goal was to explore how moving dispersal barriers on a spatially explicit neutral landscape can affect rates of lineage accumulation in space and time. To accomplish this goal, we designed SEAMLESS that models vicariant speciation by barrier addition, geodispersal by barrier removal, and extinction by a minimum area threshold. SEAMLESS models lineage diversification on a timevarying neutral and continuous 1D landscape with fixed boundaries. Each simulation begins with a landscape with no dispersal barriers and occupied by a single species. There is an initialization period when a userdefined total number of areas is generated by placing dispersal barriers in the landscape at positions chosen randomly with uniform probability. Barriers are added stochastically from a uniform distribution across the landscape (i.e., barrier addition is not a free parameter), and daughter species instantly occupy areas on either each side of a newly formed barrier. This initialization period models cladogenesis under vicariance speciation (Aldous 1995; Aldous 2001; Pigot et al. 2010) , yielding a binary tree with a specified number of tips (or leaves), and no "left" and "right" ordering of daughter nodes from each internal tree node; that is, unranked, nonplanar trees (Sainudiin and Véber 2015) .
After the initialization period, a barrier is removed at random at each discrete time step with all (internal) barriers having an equal chance of being selected, so that the number of barriers and areas is constant per time step. Barrier removal represents geodispersal because the species from each area previously separated by the boundary may subsequently inhabit the full extent of the newly merged area. A new dispersal barrier is added within the newly merged area at a position that is chosen randomly with a uniform probability over the interval. This results in speciation events such that each species gives rise to two daughter species, one located on each side of the new barrier. Finally, if either of the newly created areas is smaller than the extinction threshold size, all the species in that area go extinct. These step are repeated for a user-defined number of time steps. Thus, the simulation takes three parameters as input: number of areas into which the landscape is to be divided (A), extinction threshold size (m), and number of postinitialization period time steps (T). Unless otherwise stated, the results reported here were the result of simulations with A = 20, m = 0.05, and T = A * 3.
Each simulation results in a number of outputs including a rooted binary tree with branch lengths, number and identity of species in each area and a full history of the spatial conditions (i.e., area sizes, species number and identity, and positions) at each time step. To capture the effect of stochasticity on the FIGURE 2. Clade diversification under SEAMLESS. Moving barriers on a neutral landscape results in dispersal (species range expansion), and speciation (lineage splitting). Extinction (m) is modelled as a minimum area threshold for lineage persistence. a) LEM with time steps (T1-T5) allowing barrier additions and removals. b) Phylogeny generated from LEM using parameter values reported in Methods. Node depths N1-N5 correspond to time steps T1-T5, respectively. Vicariance events (V1-V5, solid blue lines) subdivide species ranges (S) on the continuous 1D landscape. Geodispersal event at T4 (dashed line) removes a barrier allowing S6 and S7 to expand their ranges into adjacent areas (arrows). V4 subsequently subdivides S6 and S7 into S8+S9 and S10+S11, respectively. Note vicariant events add species one at a time, whereas geodispersal events increase the number of species that may be exposed to a subsequent vicariant event. Note that, also in this example, longer branches (with deeper node depths) accumulate toward the geographic periphery, and more species toward the geographic center.
processes, results are reported from 1000 simulation runs with error bars ±2 standard error (SE) of simulated values. We tested the effect of spatial structure on response variables, by comparing SEAMLESS results to random phylogenies, where the response variable was permuted across spatial positions to simulate the null hypothesis of independence of spatial position. Such random phylogenies were generated by splitting a randomly selected terminal node of the tree at a given time step, and repeating this procedure until a targeted number of terminal nodes is achieved (Blum and François 2006) . Otherwise, SEAMLESS and random simulations employed the same model parameters. The SEAMLESS source code is freely available online at: https://github.com/dschoolmaster/SEAMLESS.git.
Each SEAMLESS run generates a single phylogeny and distribution of species ranges (Fig. 2) . The LEM (Fig. 2a) adds and/or removes geographic barriers in five time steps (T1-T5). Vicariance events (V1-V5, solid blue lines) subdivide areas and species ranges (S) on the continuous 1D landscape. A geodispersal event at T4 (dashed red line) removes a dispersal barrier, allowing geographic ranges of S6 and S7 to expand into adjacent areas (red arrows). A later vicariance event (V4) subsequently subdivides S6 and S7 into S8+S9 and S10+S11, respectively. The vicariance and geodispersal depicted generate a single phylogeny and distribution of species ranges (Fig. 2b ). This example illustrates several general patterns of biogeography and biodiversity that emerge from numerous simulations, and which are summarized in the subsequent figures.
RESULTS
Simulations using a vicariance-only (i.e., spatially randomized barrier addition) LEM and the SEAMLESS vicariance + geodispersal (i.e., spatially coordinated barrier addition + removal) LEM, and using the same extinction threshold (m = 0.05), result in qualitatively different clade-diversity profiles (i.e., number of species per clade; in a transient increase in species richness during the initial subdivision of the landscape domain (time steps 1-20), but ultimately in a reduction of species richness to 0 (at times > 100). In the final state the clade as a whole approaches extinction as the average species-range size decreases below the extinction threshold (Fig. 3a) . However, SEAMLESS with the same extinction threshold results in open-ended exponential diversification on a neutral landscape; that is, the number of species always increases as long as the given extinction threshold size results in a probability of extinction that is less than the probability speciation (Fig. 3b) .
The reason for this is each vicariant event subdivides an area and one or more species ranges adding an additional species to an area where there was a single species in a previous time step. However, each geodispersal event allows two species to occupy an area that had one species in a previous time step, thereby doubling the number of species that may be exposed to subsequent vicariant events. By increasing the geographic range sizes of species, geodispersal affects diversification dynamics in two ways; first by exposing species to more stochastic vicariant events, and second by reducing the risk of stochastic extinction.
SEAMLESS demonstrates that species richness is not correlated with ancestral range size (Fig. 4) . This indicates that the geographic range of a species, being either geographically widespread (cosmopolitan) or restricted (endemic), does not systematically affect the species-richness of its descendants. SEAMLESS also demonstrates the critical role that extinction plays in generating a Species-Area Relationship (SAR; Fig. 5 ). Without an extinction threshold, SEAMLESS generates many species that persist with small geographic range sizes, and therefore, the slope of the SAR does not differ from zero (Fig. 5a ). However, in the presence of a positive extinction threshold, SEAMLESS generates fewer species with small geographic ranges (Fig. 5b) . Species geographic range sizes are log-normal under both random and SEAMLESS (barrier-displacement) diversification, where most species have narrow ranges and few species broad ranges (Fig. 6 ). Extinction rate affects species range-size distributions (Fig. 6b-f ). Species-range size distribution of clades generated from SEAMLESS with extinction thresholds (m) ranging from 0.000 to 0.020. Note that SEAMLESS, but not random diversification, generates lognormal speciesrange size distributions and that the mean of the distribution increases, and variance decreases, with increasing extinction threshold (m) because m sets the lower limit on possible range sizes of a species.
SEAMLESS results in an accumulation of longer branches with fewer branching events (i.e., nodes) toward the geographic periphery, and of lineages with shorter branches and more branching events toward the geographic center (Fig. 7) . This mid-domain (or edge)-effect arises from the random probability model of area subdivision employed that splits species ranges randomly and with equal probability. Under this model, the chances for an equal-area split are low, and most areas are subdivided unequally. SEAMLESS results in exponential (log-linear) diversification, with the diversification rate inversely proportional to the extinction threshold (m; 
FIGURE 6. Barrier-displacement and extinction rate affects species range-size distributions. a) Species-range size distribution of clades generated from random diversification, with barrier addition but no barrier removal. Log-normal distribution of species-range sizes under random diversification (from 200 simulations runs). Note most species have narrow ranges and few species have broad ranges. b)-f). Speciesrange size distribution of clades generated from SEAMLESS with extinction thresholds (m) ranging from 0.000 to 0.020. Note SEAMLESS but not random diversification generates empirical patterns of species-range size distributions. Note that, also mean of the distribution increases, and variance decreases, the extinction threshold (m) increases, because m sets the lower limit on possible range sizes of a species. Histograms for 100 simulations. Data fit to log-normal, but not power, functions. E(log(rng)) is expected value of the mean of range size.
of lineage accumulation (slope of LTT plot in Fig. 8c ) declines linearly with extinction threshold, and that an extinction threshold below about 0.10 is required for clade persistence. SEAMLESS results generate a power function-like relationship between species-richness and clade diversity (Fig. 9) . SEAMLESS with a moderate extinction threshold (m = 0.10) generates clade-diversity profiles that resemble empirical data on freshwater fishes (Albert et al. 2011a ). Under SEAMLESS with extinction, the two most species-rich, and two least species rich, clades have similar species richness values (indicated with red ovals).
DISCUSSION

Continental Patterns of Biogeography and Biodiversity
The SEAMLESS approach developed here models phylogenetic diversification using a single simple mechanism of moving geographic barriers on a continuous neutral landscape. Although it is simple, barrier-displacement is a potent geophysical agent affecting all three terms of macroevolutionary diversification: dispersal, speciation, and extinction. Lineage diversification arising solely from SEAMLESS barrier-displacement dynamics on a neutral landscape provides a unified explanation for five biogeographic and phylogenetic patterns, commonly observed in continentally distributed taxa. These patterns had previously been treated as isolated patterns to be explained separately. These patterns are; (i) powerfunction-like SARs ( SEAMLESS barrier-displacement dynamics also generate two other neutral expectations. The first is that, on a landscape with the formation of vicariance barriers, dispersal is required for a clade to persist through evolutionary time; that is, species with larger geographic ranges have lower extinction risk in both plants and animal taxa (Mace et al. 2008; Davidson et al. 2009; Gaston and Fuller 2009;  Fig. 3 ). The second is that species richness is not correlated with ancestral range size (Fig. 4) . These expectations are consistent with some, but not all, postulated expectations of macroevolutionary theory (Jablonski 1987; Price 2003; Ree and Sanmartín 2009 ). One view is that the relatively few geographically widespread species will give rise to a disproportionate number of daughter species by peripatric speciation and founder effects, precisely because these species are widespread (Barton and Charlesworth 1984; Losos and Glor 2003) .
Another view is that most species will have geographically restricted ancestors, simply because there are so many more geographically restricted species to serve as the pool of possible ancestors (Brown 1984; Kluge 1990; Funk and Omland 2003) . In many studies of paleontological data (e.g., Vrba and DeGusta 2004; Wood et al. 2014) , and molecular phylogenetic studies of extant taxa (e.g., Muellner et al. 2006; Roxo et al. 2014) , Ancestral Area Estimates (AAE) often recover geographically widespread ancestral species, although these results are strongly sensitive to model assumptions (Chacón and Renner 2014; Meseguer et al. 2014) . The lack of a correlation between species richness and ancestral range size found here is similar to that of Pigot et al. (2012) , who used a stochastic model to generate a wide range of age-area relationships, implying that species do Figure 1 ; graphical conventions as in Figure 2 . Note the higher the threshold for extinction, the slower the rate of species accumulation. Note that also the rate of lineage accumulation (slope of LTT plot in panel c) declines linearly with extinction threshold and that an extinction threshold below about 0.10 is required for clade persistence.
not undergo predictable phases of geographic expansion and contraction through time.
Clade-diversity profiles
Viewed through the lens of barrier-displacement, most clades are expected to be early-branching, speciespoor, and located near the geographic periphery of an evolutionary arena. This expectation for long branches (with deep nodes) in taxa at the periphery differs from that of a dispersalist model, in which the expectation is for young clades (with short branches) to colonize the periphery away from the center of origin (Linder 2003) . Such early-branching, species-poor taxa were depicted by Darwin (1859) in that volume's only illustration, as the majority of taxa on the tree (8 of 10, labelled B-H, and K-L), of which one species (F) is a "living fossil" that survives to the recent. Socalled "living fossils" are early-branching, species-poor clades that often persist at the geographic periphery of clades that formerly exhibited more widespread distributions. Examples include relictual taxa in modern Australasia of clades that once exhibited Gondwanan distributions: for example, Neoceratodus (Dipnoan), Apteryx (Novaeratitae), Ramphotyphlops (Serpentes), Sphenodon (Rhynchocephalia), and Ornithorhynchus (Monotremata). Of course extant species are not fossils, and species-poor clades do not necessarily retain primitive traits (Crisp and Cook 2005) . Nonetheless, early-branching, species-poor clades are located at or near geographic periphery in many taxa, include several groups of Neotropical freshwater fishes (Reis et al. 2006; Ribeiro 2006; Lovejoy et al. 2010) .
More generally, unbalanced phylogenetic trees, in which most clades are early-branching and species-poor, are expected under neutral diversification (Heard 1992; Mooers and Heard 1997; Heard and MooersÒ 2000; Davies et al. 2011) , and are predicted from macroevolutionary theory (Brown et al. 2002; Morlon et al. 2011 ). Indeed, a very regular power-functionlike relationship between species-richness and clade diversity is widely observed across the Tree of Life (Willis and Yule 1922; Pinto et al. 2012) . In this regard, the process of phylogenesis does not differ from other natural systems where power-law frequency distributions are the rule, where most items are rare and few items are common (Mitzenmacher 2004; White et al. 2008) . Unbalanced phylogenetic trees result in a distribution of species among superspecific taxa welldescribed by a power function of the form y = ax b (Preston 1962) . In a power function, the (negative) value of the exponent b is a measure of the unevenness of the distribution (Purvis and Hector 2000; Reed and Hughes 2002) . The more negative the value of the power function exponent, the more the species are concentrated into a few dominant clades.
Most empirical species-richness frequency distributions are based on number of species per higher taxon like genus or family (Willis and Yule 1922; Gentry 1982; Gaston et al. 2000; Agapow and Purvis 2002; Purvis and Agapow 2002) . However, higher taxa are demonstrably not comparable categories (Rowe 1987; Laurin 2010; Strand and Panova 2015) . A more objective category set is number of species per clade, where clades are defined as independent clades in a region or ecosystem (Ricklefs and Renner 1994; Albert et al. 2011a; Rabosky et al. 2012; Riginos et al. 2014; Slik et al. 2015) . Empirical data on species richness per clade in Neotropical and Nearctic freshwater fish clades are very close to a power function (R 2 = 0.96 for both faunas). Yet these empirical distributions deviate from 176 SYSTEMATIC BIOLOGY VOL. 66
Barrier-displacement and extinction rate affect clade-diversity profiles. a) Species-richness of clades generated from random diversification. b) Log-normal distribution of species per clade under random diversification (from 200 simulations runs). Note the paucity of species-rich clades and high incidence of species-poor clades, with a peak at clades form 3.14-10.0 species. c) SEAMLESS with no extinction threshold (m = 0). Note SEAMLESS but not random diversification generates empirical patterns of clade diversity, with similar values for most species rich clades (arrow). Note also no long tail of singleton clades with 1 species (oval). d) SEAMLESS with a low extinction threshold (m = 0.005). e) SEAMLESS with a moderate extinction threshold (m = 0.010). f) SEAMLESS with a high extinction threshold (m = 0.020). Note that SEAMLESS clade diversity profiles are strongly dependent on extinction threshold, such that higher values of m skew species-richness to less dominant clades (d-f); that is, reduced dominance of species-rich clades (arrows) and longer tail of species-poor clades (ovals). Note also small error bars indicating significant differences between model runs with different extinction thresholds. Note further SEAMLESS with a moderate extinction threshold (m = 0.010) generates multiple species-rich clades and a long tail of singletons (e). a power function in two subtle ways; in each fauna the two most species-rich clades have similar species richness values, as do several of the least species-rich clades (Albert et al. 2011a, fig. 5.9 ). Interestingly, we observed this pattern of no differences in clades at the extreme of the species-richness spectrum, in SEAMLESS with extinction ( Fig. 9d-f ), but not without extinction (Fig. 9c) , or under random diversification (Fig. 9a) .
Why does SEAMLESS with extinction generate multiple clades with similar species richness at both the upper and lower extremes of the species-richness spectrum? One interpretation for the pattern at the upper end in empirical systems is ecological saturation (Rabosky 2009 ). This interpretation would be supported if multiple clades at or near maximum species-rich values were observed in SEAMLESS with an extinction threshold that caps species richness, but not SEAMLESS with an extinction threshold where there is no such cap. However, multiple species-rich clades are observed in SEAMLESS with no extinction. Another interpretation is that the barrier-displacement mechanism in SEAMLESS produces two patches with exactly the same species richness at the end of each time step. Given the species in neighboring areas tend to be more closely related, SEAMLESS produces lineage-pairs with similar speciesrichness values, at both ends of the species richness spectrum.
Interpretations for the long tail of species-poor clades at the lower end include sampling artifacts (Preston 1980; Hubbell 2001) lower-boundary effects (Mitzenmacher 2004) , and arbitrary taxonomic decisions (Mora et al. 2011) . However, none of these interpretations applies to the SEAMLESS results (Fig. 8) in which all lineages are reported, there is no dispersal from other areas to introduce rare taxa (i.e., singletons), and results are reported for species and clades not taxonomically ranked categories. Also, a lower-boundary effect is observed in SEAMLESS with, but not without, extinction, and is therefore not a general model feature. Rather we interpret the SEAMLESS results suggest the long tail of species-poor clades results from the mid-domain effect, which produces many young species-rich clades toward the center, and many low-diversity old clades near the periphery.
Geophysical Substrates of Barrier Displacement
Both of the landscape evolution processes examined here (i.e., uplift of dissected landscapes and river capture) leave a unique and distinct biogeographic signature, simultaneously merging (geodispersal) and separating (vicariance) portions of adjacent areas and their resident biotas Albert and Carvalho 2011; Tagliacollo et al. 2015) . By generating exponential diversification in the absence of ecological limits, SEAMLESS directs our attention to areas with uplifted dissected landscapes and high rates of river capture as likely centers of high biodiversity. Indeed, many terrestrial continental taxa (e.g., vascular plants, salamanders, non-volent mammals, birds) exhibit high or highest levels of species-richness in tropical piedmonts, especially in erosionally dissected landscapes above the fall line (>c. 250 m elevation (Hoorn et al. 2010; McCain and Grytnes 2010; Weir and Price 2011; Fjeldså et al. 2012; Sanders and Rahbek 2012; Valderrama et al. 2014; Hughes and Atchison 2015) . These piedmonts are located in geologically young mountain ranges with Neogene origins (i.e., Northern Andes, East Africa Rift Valley, Himalayas) and exhibit high rates of geological uplift and erosion (Montgomery and Brandon 2002; Whipple and Tucker 2002) .
In strong contrast, most freshwater taxa inhabit moist tropical lowlands below the fall line, especially in the Amazon, Orinoco, Congo, and southeast Asian river basins with low (flat) topographical relief (Willenbring et al. 2013) and high rates of river capture (Tucker and Hancock 2010; Prince et al. 2011; Willett et al. 2014) . River capture enhances diversification in most obligate freshwater taxa, including fishes (Abell et al. 2008; Levêque et al. 2008) , bivalve mollusks (Bogan and Roe 2008) and freshwater decapods (Crandall and Buhay 2008) , in taxa with aquatic larval stages like frogs (Wiens 2007) , and some insects such as odonates and ephemeropterans (Balian et al. 2008; Paillex et al. 2009) , and some taxa associated with floodplain habitats like furnariid ovenbirds (Brumfield 2012 ) and hylid treefrogs (Ramalho et al. 2016) . River capture has also been shown to leave a characteristic biogeographic signature in South American freshwater fishes, with multiple early-branching, species-poor clades located toward the geographic periphery (Tagliacollo et al. 2015) , and is thought to have contributed to the exceptional species richness of freshwater fishes in large tropical river basins worldwide (Albert and Carvalho 2011; Bloom et al. 2013; Dias et al. 2013; Roxo et al. 2014; Tagliacollo et al. 2015; Silva et al. 2016) .
Toward a Likelihood-Based Approach to Biogeographic Model
Fitting SEAMLESS generates a time-stratified rate-matrix structure with a space that is directly comparable to existing discrete space models (Lagrange, GeoSSE), and empirical datasets of phylogenetic and biogeographic information. However, in its current implementation, SEAMLESS does not generate likelihood values for outputs generated from different parameter values. A next step in this research program would be to develop a formal likelihood framework to perform model testing/fitting on empirical datasets. The time is ripe to develop new likelihood-based models to select best fit LEMs, in order to assess the distinct phylogenetic and biogeographic signatures of alternative LEMs.
In the current implementation, SEAMLESS operates with a single free parameter, an extinction threshold, with speciation and dispersal modeled together as a single barrier-displacement mechanism. Future work can treat barrier displacement as a free parameter, with values that can be varied to match results of empirical datasets. The current implementation treats extinction as deterministic as opposed to probabilistic process. This is a simplification of the idea that smaller areas are more likely to experience extinction than larger areas. A more complicated relationship might be a continuous function P(extinction |area) = f(a), where 0 <f(a) <1; for simplicity we have discretized this function a by selecting a threshold area: P(extinction |area <threshold) = 1, P(extinction |area >threshold) = 0. Data on the shape of species area relationships suggest that the extinction probability increases faster than linearly with decreasing area, indicating that a proportional relationship is also not strictly correct and is therefore a simplification.
In the current implementation, barriers are removed uniformly at random over the number of barriers, and barriers are added uniformly over the number of (merged) areas, but not over the entire geographic domain. On the 1D landscape employed in this study, small and large areas have roughly equal probability of being split, excluding the two edge areas bordering 0 and 1 with only one, not two, barriers. Although a single point always subdivided a 1D landscape, not all lines necessarily subdivide a whole plane on a 2D landscape (Pigot et al. 2010) . The results of the 1D simulations reported here may therefore overemphasize the role of barriers in constraining range size (Zapata et al. 2003) . Future implementations of SEAMLESS in a 2D space can explore the role of barrier length as an additional free parameter. The current implementation is also limited to modeling the abiotic effects of barrier displacement on lineage diversification. Future implementations could examine the effects of diversity dependence, biotic interactions, or clade age on individual parameter values and rates of net diversification.
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The TIB has proved useful at predicting species richness on biogeographic islands, which are widely known to exhibit aspects of at least three of the five regularities predicted by SEAMLESS; power functionlike SARs, and log-normal distributions of species geographic range sizes (MacArthur and Wilson 1967; Harris 1984) , and mid-domain effect in organismal abundances and densities, though not species richness or phylogenetic branch lengths (Bell 2001) . There have been efforts to generalize the TIB approach to larger spatial scales (Rosenzweig 2004; Whittaker and Fernández-Palacios 2007; Dengler 2009 ). One idea is to use the quantitative relationship between species richness and area (the z value of the SAR) to assess how spatial scale and degree of isolation among areas affects the relative contributions of the three macroevolutionary parameters (Rosenzweig 2004) . The expectations are low z-values ( 0.25) among habitat patches within a single province where most patches are population sinks and species richness is maintained almost entirely by rapid and continual dispersion, intermediate zvalues (0.25 < z < 0.45) among biogeographic islands where dispersal contributes more than speciation to the formation of the island species pools, and high zvalues ( 0.45) among biogeographic provinces where species-richness is generated mostly by in situ speciation. This scaling-up of TIB to provincial and inter-provincial scales has proved useful in some empirical settings, especially where areas have discrete margins with sharp environmental discontinuities; for example, great lakes (Barbour and Brown 1974) and sky islands (McCormack et al. 2009 ).
However, continents are not simply archipelagos of island-habitats. Different constellations of macroevolutionary and landscape evolution processes interact to generate and maintain species diversity in continental (Badgley 2010; Stuart et al. 2012; Moonlight et al. 2015; Pigot and Etienne 2015) and oceanic (Mora and Ross Robertson 2005; Beaugrand et al. 2013; Bowen et al. 2013) settings. Diversification at provincial and inter-provincial scales usually involves numerous and irregularly timed phases of clade expansion and contraction, heterogeneously distributed over a range of temporal and spatial scales (Erwin 1985; Halas et al. 2005; Albert et al. 2011b; Ricklefs 2014; Pigot and Etienne 2015) . Further, extinction plays a qualitatively different role on islands and continents. Under the TIB, biogeographic islands are treated as macroevolutionary sinks that do not contribute to the maintenance of regional species pools (Goldberg et al. 2011 ). On continents, however, large areas like sky islands or river basins may serve as both macroevolutionary sources and sinks through time (Goldberg et al. 2005; Roy and Goldberg 2007; Sexton et al. 2009 ), both lowering per species extinction risk and faunal-wide extinction rates (Allen and Savage 2007; Urban et al. 2008; Pigot and Etienne 2015; Rabosky 2015; Rosindell et al. 2015) .
Given all this complexity, how well does SEAMLESS really model diversification at continental scales?
Other models have been proposed that generate similar patterns, in particular certain parameter-rich models relaxing the assumptions of ecological neutrality (Morlon et al. 2011; Gascuel et al. 2015) , and many other complex models can be imagined. To quote the statistician George Box: "Essentially, all models are wrong, but some are useful" (Box 1979) . SEAMLESS is useful because it explains how multiple commonly observed biogeographic and phylogenetic patterns can arise solely from the effects of barrier displacement on species geographic ranges. In this regard, barrier displacement is in a class of natural phenomena by which simple mechanisms have unexpectedly complex consequences. A single barrier displacement event simultaneously affects patterns of organismal dispersal and genetic isolation, the evolution of species ranges, and the probability of lineage persistence through time. Barrier displacement shares this property of unexpectedly complex consequences with other proposed pattern-formation mechanisms in biology, including the genetic controls of morphogenesis (e.g., Prud'homme et al. 2007) , mirror neurons in complex cognitive functions (Bonini and Ferrari 2011) and species number and connectance in complex food webs (Tilman and Kareiva 1997; Williams and Martinez 2000) , to name but a few examples. Although Occam's razor does not imply that Nature is necessarily simple, simple explanations can have high explanatory power when they illustrate underlying principles (Sober 1990) .
No doubt the real processes underlying continental diversification are not simple, and in a meaningful way, unpredictable. Real instances of continental diversification almost certainly involve non-neutral, and non-linear (context-sensitive) diversification dynamics, subject to unique or rare but important events, such as glaciations, tectonic uplifts and depressions, asteroid impacts, and the origins of new taxa and ecosystems (Donoghue and Sanderson 2015) . There is ongoing debate as to whether continental biotas are close to meeting equilibrium expectations (Rabosky and Hurlbert 2015) , or if they mostly reflect a lengthy history of idiosyncratic events (Harmon and Harrison 2015) . As with many complex systems, presumably both chance and necessity play a role diversification at continental scales (Monod 1974) . Because SEAMLESS explains how a simple barrier-displacement mechanism affects lineage diversification under neutral conditions, it is advanced here as a contribution to a general theory of continental biogeography.
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